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Key: Bb

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Am -   355333
F -   x68866
Dm -   x35543
G -    133211
E/F# - 2x023x
E -    xx0232

Intro: Gm--Eb--Cm--Eb-F- x2

Verse 1:
Am
  Excuse me there 
could someone
Dm
take this broken bottle
      F
And explain to me
  G          E/F#
explain to me
Am
  All the reasons why
we ve come undone
             F
And why the streetlight
couldn t hold anyone
Dm
  If there was reason 
in eternity
             F
Then all the forces in this
                      G
place would bring you back to me



Refrain:
F
  But if you see me
       E
coming up again
G      Am
I will never spend
  G
A day without you
F        E   Am
in my head in my
G        (hold)
  but If we-

Chorus 1:
 Am
-crawl in to the
morning we will 
F
never see the light
          Dm
And if we leave it up to fate
              F             G
then we could fall in love tonight
            Am
And if you spend another minute
          F
trying to find out what it s worth
          Dm
You could sweep me off my feet
              F               G
and you could bring me down to earth

Verse 2:
Am
  Now wait a minute 
here s the punch line
And if you want
this to be special 
then you d better 
        G      F
keep it to yourself
Yourself yourself
        G
yourself
Am
  Now wait a minute 
here s the second time
And if you want 
this to be special 
then you d better 



        G      F
keep it to yourself
Yourself yourself
               G F
and your health

(Repeat Refrain)
(Repeat Chorus 1)

Interlude: Oh oh oh, yeah.
Gm--Eb-Cm- x2

Bridge:
Am
  Now wait a minute 
here s the punch line
F
  Now wait a minute
           Dm
here s the punch line
Am
  Now wait a minute 
here s the punch line
F
  Now wait a minute
          Cm     Gm--Eb-Cm- x2
here s the  breakdown! 


